We American Jews Whole-Heartedly Support Ben & Jerry’s Decision to Leave Israel’s Illegal Settlements

We, members of the Jewish communities of Oregon and Southwest Washington, congratulate and thank the Ben and Jerry’s company for their recent decision to end sales of their ice cream in the Occupied Palestinian Territories (OPT). We whole-heartedly support this courageous decision. It is a credit to the company’s two Vermont Jewish founders’ commitment to social justice.

Ben & Jerry’s decision is consistent with the 1998 call of the Israeli Peace Coalition, Gush Shalom, founded by journalist and peace activist the late Uri Avnery, to boycott goods produced in the settlements.

A 2004 advisory opinion of the International Criminal Court and UN Security Council Resolution 2334 of 2016 declared that all of Israel’s exclusively Jewish settlements in the OPT, including East Jerusalem “have no legal validity.” The ever-expanding settlements are the most egregious and oppressive examples of Israel’s massive and ongoing theft of Palestinian lands. They are a major obstacle to resolving the Palestine-Israel conflict. Businesses that operate in, trade with, or profit from these settlements are complicit in the crimes they represent.

Israeli political leaders have vilified Ben & Jerry’s decision as “a new kind of terrorism”¹ (President Isaac Herzog) and a “surrender to antisemitism”² (Foreign Minister Yair Lapid). Right wing Israeli and American Jewish pundits have absurdly smeared Ben & Jerry’s as “Nazi collaborators.”³ These vicious reactions say more about the indefensibility of Israel’s illegal occupation and dispossession of the Palestinian people than they do about Ben & Jerry’s.
Lies and vitriol, no matter how baseless, can still damage and undermine even the most just cause. So we must actively defend Ben & Jerry’s against these unhinged attacks aimed at pressuring the company to back down. We call upon our elected representatives and Jewish community institutions to take inspiration from Ben & Jerry’s to speak out and take action to support justice for Palestinians.
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